Let P be a simple rectilinear convex polygon of size O(n) inside which lie n pairwise disjoint rectangular rectilinear obstacles.
Introduction
The problem of computing shortest paths that avoid obstacles is fundamental in computational geometry and has many applications.
It has been studied in both sequential [9, 11, 12, 161 and parallel [8] settings.
The rectilinear version of the problem, which assumes that each path's constituent segments are parallel to the coordinate axes, is motivated by applications in areas such as wire layout, circuit design, plant and facility layout, urban transportation, 'Dept. Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission.
Danny Z. Chenl and robot, motion. There are many efficient. sequential algorithms that compute rectilinear shortest paths avoiding different classes of polygonal obstacle sets [6, 7, 10, 13, 181. In this paper, we will present parallel techniques for solving several rectilinear shortest paths problems in the presence of rectangular obstacles.
The techniques we present in this paper are: (i) efficiently finding a "staircase separator" and using it to guide the recursion, (ii) reducing the transitive closure computation in the "conquer" stage to a constantnumber of (min, +) matrix multiplications (instead of the usual logarithmic number of matrix multiplications), and (iii) showing that the matrices being multiplied in the "conquer" stage have a special structure that enables us to avoid the super-quadratic work bottleneck that is usually the price paid for doing parallel matrix multiplication.
In addition to the above techniques (which are likely to be useful in other contexts), we use a number of observations that. are specific to this particular kind of path problems. The parallel computational model we use is the CREW-PRAM.
In addition to the cases mentioned in the abstract, we also solve the case when P is a convex N-gon with n = o(N), in which case we are able to get an O(N) rather than an O(N') term in the work complexity by implicitly representing the O(N2) paths of interest, and this implicit description supports queries on lengths and paths within the same time and processor bounds as the explicit description.
Among the technical ingredients we use to establish our results, the most nontrivial is the partitioning scheme that makes the Monge condition hold for the case where both endpoints are obstacle vertices (more on this later). This and the above-mentioned "separator" computation should be useful for other problems involving rectangles.
Note that de Rezende et al. [7] gave a sequential algorithm for finding a shortest, rectilinear path between two points that avoids a set of n rectangles. In O(n log n) time, their algorithm constructs a data structure that can, in O(logn) time, answer a query that asks for the length of a rectilinear shortest path between a fixed point s (the source point) and an arbitrary point a in the plane. The data structure also enables the reporting of an actual rectilinear shortest path between s and a, in time proportional to the number of segments on the reported path. The method used in constructing their data structure [7] is plane sweep ing 1151. Our algorithm is not a parallelized version of the algorithm in [7] , and it indeed takes a very different ap preach to solve the problem.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces some terminology and preliminary results. Section 3 gives one of the main ingredients we shall be using (the staircase separator theorem). Section 4 proves some technical results that will be needed later, in the "conquer" stages of our algorithms.
Section 5 presents an algorithm which computes an explicit description for the lengths of the rectilinear shortest paths between the vertices of P for the csse where lPI = O(n). Section 6 generalizes our solution to paths between all pairs of vertices (of obstacles or of P). Section 7 deals with the csse where n = o(lPI). Section 8 extends the algorithms to computing the actual paths (rather than just their lengths).
Throughout, all geometric objects (segments, polygons, paths, rectangles, etc.) are implicitly assumed to be rectilinear (that is, each of their constituent segments ia parallel to one of the coordinate axes). From now on, all paths (shortest or otherwise) are assumed to be obstacle-avoiding.
To avoid cluttering the exposition, we assume that no two distinct edges from P or R are collinear (the general case can be taken care of without much difficulty).
Preliminaries
We use Bound (Q) to denote the boundary of a polygon Q. A simple N-vertex convex polygon Q is specified by a circular sequence of vertices ~1, us, . . . , VN, a8 encountered by a counterclockwise walk along Bound(Q), starting at ~1. The boundary of Q is said to be clear if it does not intersect the interior of any obstacle.
The set of rectangular obstacles is denoted by R. We denote the vertex set of R by VR (hence lV~l = &a). We assume that VR has already been sorted in O(logn) time using O(n) processors [5] .
We use z(p) and y(p) t o d enote the coordinates of a point. p. The distance between two points p and q is d(p,q) = /z(p) -z(q)1 + [y(p) -y(q)l. A segment with endpoints u and w is denoted by 2rw (= WV). The length of a path C connecting two points is the sum of the lengths of its constituent segments.
On the other hand, we use ICI to denote the number of segments of C (not its length).
A path is conuez if its intersection with every vertical or horizontal line is a continuous portion of that line. A convex path has the shape of a staircase, and in fact we shall henceforth use the word %taircase" as a shorthand for 'convex path". Note that a staircase S from point p to point q is a shortest path between p and q since its length equals d(p, q). Staircases can be increasing or decreasing, depending on whether they go up or down ss we move along them from left to right. A (decreasing or increasing) staircase is unboundedif it starts and ends with a semi-infinite segment (one that extends to infinity on one side). A point p is strictly below (reap., to the left of) a point q iff 4~) = z(q) and Y(P) < v(q) (rev., Y(P) = y(q) and Z(P) K z(q)); we can equivalently say that q is strictly above (resp., to the right of) p. A rectangle t is below (reap., to the left of) a staircsse S if no point of r is strictly above (resp., to the right of) a point of S; we can equivalently say that S is above (resp., to the right of) r. Let S be a decreasing unbounded staircase that is above all the rectangles in R. Among all such possible staircases S, choose the lowest-leftmost one (i.e., there is no unbounded decreasing S' above R with a point of S' strictly below or to the left of a point of S), and denote such a staircase by MB&R)
(where "N" is mnemonic for "North", and "E" is mnemonic for "East"). Note that MAXNE(R) goes through all the maximal elements of VR [15] . Using '3" and "W" as mnemonics respectively for "South" and "West", one can similarly define MAXm(R), MAXSE(R) and MAX&R): MAXm(R) is the lowest-rightmost increasing unbounded staircase above R, MAXSE( R) is the highest-leftmost increasing unbounded staircase below R, and MAXm(R)
is the highest-rightmost decreasing unbounded staircase below R. See Figure 1 .
Given the rectangular obstacle set R, it is possible that the convex hull of R does not exist [14] .
We define E(R), called envelope of R, to be the (possibly disconnected) region of the plane that is below MAX&R) and MAXm(R), and above MAXSE(R) and MAXm(R).
Figure 2 illustrates how E(R) may contain several connected components, each of which is convex. When E(R) has only one component, E(R) is equal to the convex hull of R. Note that it is trivial to construct E(R) in O(logn) time using O(n/logn) processors when VR is already sorted. We now extend the circular ordering on the points of Bound (Q) we defined earlier to the case when Q = E(R) (hence Q may consist of many connected components). We need to be able to say, for any three points p, p',p" on Bound(Q) (possibly belonging to different connected components of Q-cf. Figure 2 ), that (for example) p' is between p andp" in the circular ordering (i.e., starting at p and moving along the circular ordering we encounter p' before p"). Observe that for each X E {NE, NW, SE, SW}, there is an obvious total ordering that one can define on the points in Bound(E(R)) n MAxx( R). The circular ordering we seek can then be viewed as the concatenation of these four te tal orderings. The concatenation will result in some points (say, from MAXJVE(R) and MAXm(R)) appearing more than once in the ordering, and we duplicate those points and treat them ss different points. Formally, we define the circular ordering by viewing it as the circular version of the total order obtained as follows: start with the (totally ordered) points of Bound(Q) that are in MAX&R), followed by those in MAXN~(R), followed by those in MAXw(R), and followed by those in MAXsg(R).
Let Q be a region of the plane containing a subset R' of R. Assume that Q does not intersect obstacles in R -R' and Q is either (i) a convex polygon, or (ii) E(R'). In what follows, when we talk about "visibility", it is assumed that the obstacles aa well as Bound(Q) are opaque.
Detiition
1 Let B(Q) be the set ofpointsp on Bound(Q) ruch that either (i) p ia a uertex of Q, or (ii) p is horixontdly or verticdly visible from a vertex in V'I or from a uertes of Q (see Figure 9 ).
Obviously, IB(Q)l = O(lQI + IR'I).
Instead of computing the lengths of shortest paths between pairs of uerticea of Q only, we shall solve the more general problem of B(Q)-t-B(Q) paths. We assume B(Q) is sorted according to the order in which its points are visited by a counterclockwise walk around Bound(Q), starting at some vertex.
Definition
2 Let DQ be the lB(Q)I x IB(Q)l matriz containing the lengths of shortest paths between all pairs of points in B(Q).
We shall repeatedly make use of Brent's theorem (41: Theorem 1 (Brent) Any synchronous parallel cJgorithm taking time T that consists of a total of W operations can be simulated by P processors in time O((W/P) +T).
There are actually two qualifications to the above Brent's theorem before one can apply it to a PRAM: (i) at the beginning of the i-th parallel step, we must be able to compute the amount of work Wi done by that step, in time O(Wi/P) and with P processors, and (ii) we must know how to assign each processor to its task. Both qualifications (i) and (ii) to the theorem will be satisfied in our algorithms, therefore the main difficulty will be how to achieve W operations in time T.
Another result we shall be using deals with multiplying special kinds of matrices.
All matrix multiplications are henceforth assumed to be in the (min,+) closed semi-ring, i.e., (M' * M")(i,j) = mink (M'(i, k) + M"(k,j)). If X, Y, and 2 are finite sets of points in the plane, and if Mx~ denotes the matrix containing the lengths of the shortest paths from X to Y, then it is not hard to see that the matrix Mm * MYZ contains the lengths of the shortest Xto-Z paths con&mined to go through Y. Of course if for every path P from p E X to q E Z there exists a p-to-q path P' that goes through Y and is not longer than P, then (Mxy * Myz)(p,q) does contain the length of a shortest (unconstrained) p-to-q path. A matrix M is said to be Monge [3] iff for any two successiverowsi,i+l andcolumnsj,j+l wehaveM(i,j)+M(i+ 1,j + 1) 5 M(i, j + 1) + M(i + 1, j). Suppose we consider the point seta X and Y to be totally ordered in some way and that the rows (reap., columns) of a path length matrix Mxy are as in the ordering for X (resp., Y). Matrix MXY is said to be Mange In O(logn) time and using O(n) proceauora, it ie possible to find an unbounded (obstacle-avoiding) staircase S which partitions R into two subsets RI, Rs such that max{ IR1 I, IRsl} < 7n/8 and ISI = O(n).
Note: It is trivial to prove the e.&tence of an S for which IRll = IRaI = n/2. The main contribution of this theorem is the parallel algorithm.
Before we present the algorithm proving Theorem 2, we need to introduce some terminology.
For any point p, the NorthWest path of p (denoted by the shorthand NW(p)) is the path to infinity obtained by starting at p and going north until reaching an obstacle, at which point we go west along the obstacle's boundary until we clear the obstacle and are able to resume our trip north. One can in this way define an XY(p) path and a YX(p) path for any combination of X E {N, S) and Y E {E, W). An XY(p) path starts at p and goes in the X direction whenever it can, and uses a "go in the Y direction" policy for getting around obstacles. A YX(p) path is defined similarly.
To prove the theorem, it clearly suffices to find an S of size O(n) that has no less than n/8 obstacles on either side of it.. The following lemma is useful in computing S.
Lemma
2 Given apointp not in the interior of any obatocle, an XY(p) or a YX(p) path can be computed in O(log n) time using O(n) proceaors, where X E {N,S) ond Y E {E, WI.
Proof.
Without loss of generality (WLOG), we just show how to compute NW(p). Let the bottom edge of each obstacle have a "parent" pointer to the left edge of the obstacle. Using the algorithm in [2] we obtain for each upper-left vertex v of an obstacle the trapezoidal segment above V. The trapezoidal segment for point p is easy to find. These trapezoidal segments are the bottom edges of obstacles. (In the case where the above trapezoidal segment does not exist, assume that the segment is at infinity.) Then let p and the left edges of the obstacles each have a 'parent" pointer to their respective trapezoidal segments. In this way, we create a forest whose nodes are left edges and bottom edges of obstacles, and point p. The roots of the trees in the forest are the nodes whose trapezoidal segments are at infinity. Using the Euler Tour technique for tree computation
[17], we find the path from p to the root of the tree to which p belongs. The path so found is NW(p). 0 The algorithm for computing S is as follows: We first find a vertical line V such that there are aa many vertices of R to its left as to its right.
Let v be the number of obstacles in R properly intersected by V. If v 2 n/4 then we are essentially done: we find a point p on V such that half of the obstacles intersecting V are above it, and half of them below it. Assume that p is not in any obstacle (the algorithm can easily be modified for the case when p lies inside an obstacle).
Then we take S to be the union of NE(p) and SW(p) . be the intersection of V and H, and assume that p is not in any obstacle (the algorithm can easily be modified for the case when p lies inside an obstacle). Lines V and H partition the plane into four quadrants which we call NE (NorthEast), NW, SE and SW. Let Rw be the subset of R that lies only in the iVW quadrant (that is, it does not, properly intersect either V or H). Let RNE, RSE, and Rm be defined analogously. Note that
WLOG assume that I&WI = max{ IRNEI , I&WI , IRsEI , IRwl 1.
We claim that S can be taken to be the union of NE(p) and WS(p). Since such an S is obviously a staircase that consists of no more than 2n + 2 segments, does not properly intersect an obstacle, and separates Q into two pieces, it suffices to prove that there are (i) at least n/8 obstacles above it and (ii) at least n/8 obstacles below it. Now, (i) is trivially true because, since each of h and v is less than n/4, we must have ~RNE~ + lR~wl + IRsEI + IRswl 2 n/2, which implies IRNwI > n/8. The proof of (ii) requires some work. Suppose to the contrary that there are fewer than n/8 obstacles below S. The path S partitions RIVE into two pieces: call them RhB and R& (see Figure 5) . Similarly, the path S partitions Rw into two pieces: call them R',, and R'& (see Figure 5) . WLOG, assume that IR&I > IRkI (in the other csse, one can apply a similar argument to what follows). We obtain a contradiction to the definition of H, as follows. The number of vertices of R above His 2 41Rm)+2h+41R)NEI.
The number of vertices of R below H is smaller than 4lR'&&-2h+4(n/S), and hence is smaller than the number of vertices of R above H (because IRml > n/8 and (R&El 1 IRkI). This contradicts the definition of H.
Other Building Blocks
In what follows, Q is a region containing a subset, R' of R such that, either (i) Q is a convex polygon, or (ii) Q = E(R'). Also, we sasume Bound(Q) is clear. The lemmas assume that each point of B(Q) knows which segments of Bound(Q) it sees (if any), both looking horizontally and looking vertically. Let Horiz(p) and Vert(p) be these segments for point p E B(Q). The procedures that will later use these lemmas will always make sure the Ho& and Vert arrays are available (it is in fact quite easy to compute them, using parallel prefix). Proof.
Let bl and bp be a pair of points in Bound(Q) -B(Q) (bl and bs are not necessarily in the same connected component of Q), Let u (resp., w) be the first, point of B(Q) encountered by a clockwise (resp., counterclockwise) walk from bl along Bound(Q). Let points v' and w' be similarly defined for bz. If mis contained in either Horiz(bs) or Vert(bz), then the bl-to-b2 path length is simply d (bl, b,) .
Otherwise the path length we seek is one of the four following quantities:
bz). This can be proven by contradiction:
assuming that none of (i)-(iv) is the length we seek leads to a contradiction with the definition of one of {u, w} or {o', w'}. 0 To avoid introducing new notation, we shall from now on use E(X) even when X consists of arbitrary objects (not just rectangular obstacles).
The definition we gave earlier for the case X = R extends to other objects in a natural way. In particular, X can now be a collection of polygons, staircases, etc.
Lemma 4 Let C be a bounded staircase originating on Bound(Q) and such that (i) C is a subset of the boundary of Q' = E(Q U C), and (ii) the only obstacles in E(Q UC) are those in Q. Let C' (resp., E') be S(Q') n C (resp., B(Q') I-I Bound(Q)).
Then given the mat& DQ, we can obtain the matrk of B'-to-C' patA lengths in O(logm) time and O(m2) work, where m = [Cl + IB(Q)I.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that C starts at the highest edge of Q and is decreasing. The lengths of shortest paths between Cross2 and the portion of C' not above Cros~:~ are trivial to obtain (they are described by the function d (. , -) In this section, we assume that IPI = N 2 clRl for some constant c and we only concern ourselves with computing the length matrix of shortest paths among the points in B(P). It suffices to give an algorithm for the case where the input consists of only R and where we wish to compute the lengths of paths between pairs of points in B(E(R)). This is enough because if the input includes both P and R, then we first compute DE(R) and obtain Dp from it with a constant number of applications of Lemma 4.
The algorithm takes as input the set R of n rectangular owbhstrtl;, and computes the IB(Q)I x IB(Q)I matrix DQ, = E(R). It does so by first finding a starcase separator S that partitions R into two subsets RI and Rz. Then it recursively solves, in parallel, the problem for RI and R2, respectively, obtaining two matrices Dg, and DQ,, where QI = E(R1) and Q2 = E(R2). Finally it obtains matrix Dg from matrices L)g, and Dg,.
We use Theorem 2 to find S. Computing &I and Q2 is trivial. Thus the main difficulty is how to efficiently obtain DQ from DQ, and DQ,.
If T(n) and IV(n) respectively denote the time and work complexities, then in order to show that T(n) = O(log2 n) and w(n) = O(n'), it suffices to prove Theorem 3 below. This would be enough because we would then have:
with the boundary conditions T(cB) = c4 and W(c3) = Q, where the ci's are constants. Brent's theorem [4] would then imply a processor complexity of O(n2/ log' n). Proof.
Let Qleft (resp., Qright) be the portion of Q to the left (resp., right) of S (see Figure 7) . Since we know the DoI matrix, we can apply Lemmas 3 and 4 O(1) times to obtain the DQ,.,, matrix within the desired bounds. From this matrix, using Lemma 3, we can obtain the matrix Cleft of the lengths of shortest paths between all pairs of points of R(Q) nQl,ft.
We can similarly obtain the matrix Mright of the lengths of shortest paths between all pairs of points of B(Q) n Qright.
Lemma 7 implies that the problem of computing DQ is that of multiplying Ml,ft and .&fright. These two matrices are obviously Monge, and hence can be multiplied within the desired bounds (Lemma 1). 0
Paths between Arbitrary Points
We extend the techniques of the previous sections to computing the lengths of shortest paths between arbitrary endpoints. The query time is logarithmic using one processor. We first consider B(P)-to-VR paths and give an O(log' n) time algorithm with O(n2/ logn) processors, we then consider I/;i-to-VR paths and give an O(log' n) time algorithm with O(n2) processors, and finally we show that even with arbitrary endpoints we can use essentially the same structures as in the VR-tovn case. The first subsection gives some observations that are crucial in all of the above cases.
Some Useful Observations
Let T be the recursion tree in the algorithm of Section 5; that is, the root corresponds to the "top-level" recursive call, (the one associated with R), its children correspond to the recursive calls for RI and R2, and so on. It is easy to modify that algorithm so that the information (path length matrices, separators, etc.) produced by each recursive call remains stored in T even after that call returns. We assume that this modification has already been done, so that each node v of T stores the set R, C R associated with it, as well as Qv = E(R,), the staircase Sv partitioning R,
(WLOG assume it is increasing), and the following matrices in addition to matrix Dq,. Let RI, (resp., Rr,) be the subset of R, to the left (resp., right) of S,. Let Cl, (resp., 0,) be MAX~E(RI,) f~ Q. (reap., MAX-(Rr,) n Qo). Let U, be the subset of B(E(RI, U Cl,)) on Cl, and Vi the subset of B(E(RI,)) on Bound(E(R2,)) -Bowad -Cl, (see Figure 8) . Let W, be the subset of B(E(Rr, u Cl,)) on Cru and W: the subset of B(E(Rr,)) on Bound(E(Rr,)) -Bound(Q,) -Cr, (see Figure 8 ). For X E {U, U', W, W'}, we use Chain (X,) to denote the staircase in QV containing X, (e.g., Choin(U,) = Cl,). Observe that Chein(U,) and Chain (W,) are staircases that partition Qv, whereas
Chain (Ui) and Chain(W:) are staircases that partition E( RI, UCI,) and E( RrvUCrv), respectively. The additional matrices we store at node u are (i) Mv,rr for the lengths of
Uv-to--B(Q,)
paths, (ii) Mv,ut for U:-to-B(E(RI,
paths, (iii) Mv,w (with obvious meaning), and (iv) M,,p.
The reader may observe that the above four matrices were not explicitly computed by the algorithm, but it is easy to modify it so that it does compute them (using Lemmas 3 and 4).
The storage space taken by T and all the information associated with its nodes obeys the same recurrence as for the work complexity, and hence is O(n').
Each p E VR occurs on at least one of the U, , r/:, W,, W,! lists, for some v E T. Therefore to compute VR-to-R(R) path lengths, it suffices to compute, for all u E T and X E {U, U', W, W'}, the X,-to-B(P) path lengths. The reader may wonder why we have partitioned B(E( RI,)) according to two separate staircases Chain (U,) and Chain(U:): this will enable the use of Corollary 1 by making path matrices Monge, something which would not be true if we had kept Chain(U,) n E(RI,) and Choin(U:) lumped together (this will become clearer in the proof of the lemmas below).
We henceforth assume that a preprocessing stage has explicitly computed, for each p E VR, the eight paths X(p) for alI X E {NE, NW, SE, SW, EN, ES, WN, WS} (the definitions of these paths were given in Section 3). This is done by first computing the forest that implicitly describes all the NE(p)% (call it the "NE forest") in logarithmic time with n processors (as in the proof of Lemma 2). forests. In fact all of the staircases stored in T that contain X", x E {U,U', W,W'}, use only segments associated with the eight forests. We preprocess the segment8 associated with these 8 forests in the following way: for each such forest (say, the NE one), we compute an indicator matrix ZNE of O(n) x O(n) size such that, for each p E VR and each segment s associated with the 8 forests, IN&, s) = (1, s'), where s' E NE(p) and 8' intersects line 1. that contains 8. These indicator matrices are easily computed in (log n) time and using a quadratic amount of work. These array8 enable a point p E VR to determine, for any staircase C that only u8e8 segments associated with the 8 forests, whether, for example, NE(p) cro88es C and where the crossing occurs (in O(Iog [Cl) time and O((C() work). This last observation is used implicitly in the proof of Lemma 9. The next lemma is also needed for proving Lemma 9.
Lemma
8 Let v and w be two distinct nodes of T such that w is not a proper descendant of u, let X and Y be any of {CJ, U', W, W'), and let p E Xv and q E Y,.
Then there exists a shortest p-to-q path that goes through a point of w?").
Proof.
Let P be a shorteat p-to-q path. Since w is not a proper descendant of u, P must come from outside of QV. By Lemma 5, P enter8 the connected component (call it Q') of Qv that contains p only once, say, in between the adjacent points br, bz E S(QV).
Note that m is on Q'. WLOG, a88ume K is vertical and the interior of Q' is to its left. Shoot two leftward horizontal rays from bl and 82. If these ray8 are not stopped by any obstacle before reaching the other side of the boundary of Q', then it is trivial to deform P into a shortest path going through one of {bl, bz} (this is possible because p cannot lie in the region of Q' between these ray8, since otherwise bl and b2 would not be neighbors on B(Q,) and would be separated on B(Q,) by the horizontal projection of p). Otherwise both ray8 are stopped by the same vertical obstacle edge (this follow8 from the definition of B(Q,) and the fact that bl, bz are adjacent on B(Q,)).
For the same re88on aa in the previous case, p cannot lie in the region bounded by the two rays, the obstacle edge that stops them, and m.
Thi8 mean8 that P ha8 to cro88 one of the two ray8, and hence can be deformed so it goes through either bi (if it crosses the ray of bl) or b2. Proof. We give the proof assuming that each of Qv and Qw consists of a single connected component (the modification needed for the general ca8e is easy). First observe that, since neither of v or w is ancestor of the other, Chain(Y,) cannot intersect the interior of QV. We begin with the case X = Uv or W, (WLOG, assume X = Uv). Note that Chain(X") partitions Qv into two halve8 such that each half of Qv ie convex. Let p,p' be the endpoint8 of Choin(X,), and q, q' Figure 9 . Illustrating the proof of Lekma 9.
be the endpoints of Chuin(Yw) (as8ume y(p') 5 y(p) and z(q') 5 z(q)).
WLOG, assume that Chain(Y,) is increasing and Chain (X,) is decreasing-all the other ca8e8 are handled similarly. Now, augment Choin(XV) by adding to it NW(p) and SE(p') .
Observe that the augmented path Chain'(X") can crosses Chain(Y,) at most once, i.e., their intersection has one connected component (followed from Lemma 6 and the fact that Chain(Y,) does not cro8s the staircase separator S, in w, Yw is clear). In addition, Chaira' partitions the plane into two convex regions, and hence we can invoke Lemma 5. (See Figure 9) . Specifically, we check whether Chain'(X,) intersects Chain(Y,): if there is an intersection then we can use Corollary 1 and Lemma 8, separately on each side of Chain'(X,), to complete our proof. That is, we consider the subproblem entirely to the left of Chain'(X"), and then the subproblem to the right of Chain/(X,).
In our usage of Corollary 1 on each side of Chain'(X,), X, stands for A, B(Q,) for B, Yw for C, l&l for o, and /&,,I for 8. If there is no intersection, then we augment Choin(Yw) by adding to it NE(q) and SW(q') and check whether the augmented version (call it Chain'(Y,)) intersect8 Chain(X,) (Chain' (Y,) intersects Chain(X,) iff p and p' are on op posite side8 of Chain'(Y,)).
If it does intersect Chain(X,) then we can u8e Corollary 1 and Lemma 8, separately on each side of Chain' (Y,) to complete our proof (as we did earlier). Otherwise we can ignore one of the two region8 of the plane determined by Chain'(X,) (the one not containing Y,), and we use Corollary 1 and Lemma 8 in the other region to complete our proof.
We now turn our attention to the case X = Ul or Wi (WLOG, 88sume X = U:). Essentially the 8ame algorithm a8 for the ca4e X = U, works except that E(R1, UCl,) now play8 the role of Qv, and U: plays the role of Uv (Yw being the same). Cl Lemma 10 Let w be an ancestor of v in T. Let X be any ofuJ,U',W,W').
If, in addition to the information in T, we are given the lengths of B(Q,)-to-B (Q,) paths, then we can compute, in O(log(IR, I)) time and O((R, (IR,J) worh, the length mat& of the shortest Xv-to-B(Qul) paths.
Proof.
Observe that Qw contains QV, hence Bound(Q,) does not intersect the interior of Qv. Partition Bound(Q,) into at most four staircases, and for each such staircase C use the same proof as in Lemma 9, with C playing the role of Y,. 0 Lemma 11 For each v E T and all X, Y E {W, U', W, W'}, the path length matrix for the X,-to-Y, paths can be computed in O(log I& I) time and 0( (R, I") work. Let w be an ancestor of v in T and u be the child of w such that u is not an ancestor of v. For all X, Y E {U, U', W, W') such that Y is on the boundary of u, if, in addition to the information stored in T, we are given the length8 of Y,-to-B (Q,) paths, then we can compute, in O(log IR, I) time and 0( )R, llRul I) work, the poth length matriz for the X,-to-Y, paths.
Essentially the same aa that of Lemma 9. 0
B(P)-to-l& Paths
We begin with the case P = E(R). First, we construct the tree T and all its associated information, as explained in the previous subsection. Let root be the root of T (hence Q rPOt = E(R)). We would like to compute, for each v E T, the four matrices containing, for each X E {V, U', W, W'}, the X,-to-B(Q,,,t) path lengths. We do this from the root down, one level at a time.
At the root, we use Lemma 10 to do this in O(lR+,,,tl") work (the condition for the lemma is trivially satisfied there, since we are using it with root = v = w). Having done this for the root makes the application of the lemma at each child u of the root possible (with UJ = root), which takes O(IR,,,tllR,I) work for each such v. This in turn makes the applicrlr tion of the lemma at each grandchild v of the root possible, etc. We proceed in this way from the root down, one level at a time, until we reach the leaf level.
The time for this is clearly O(log IRr,,tl * height(T)) and the work is 0( IRr,,tl CuET I&l).
This implies an O(log' n) time and O(n2 log n) work complexities (where the fact that C,,,IR,I=O( 1 1 n og n was used). By Brent's theorem, the processor complexity is O(n2/logn).
The case where P # E(R) is easily handled by the above method coupled with that of Section 5. At stage l(root,v), we use Lemma 11 at u to compute all X,-to-Y, path lengths (note that this immediately gives the B(Q,,)-to-B(Q,rt) path lengths information for the children u ', u" of v) .
When the flow for v first reaches w, we use Lemmas 9 or 10 to compute the X,-to-Y, path lengths. The details of this computation are tricky. We distinguish three cases. Case 1. IRp,r,,t~,)l < (Rwl: then it must have been the case that, by stage k -1, the flow for parent (u) had already reached w and computed the X,,,,,,(v@-Y, path information,
With the help of this information (available by stage k -1 at parent(v)), the conditions for using lemmas 9 or 10 are satisfied and enable us to compute the X,-to-Y, information in O(log (R, I) time and 0( (R, I (R, I) work (if w is not ancestor of u then we use Lemma 9, otherwise we use Lemmas 10 and 11).
Case 2. l&l < iRperant(u)l I lRparcnt(w)i: then parent(u) stopped short of going to w at stage k -1 but had reached parent(w) by stage k -2. Then v gets no help from its parent (unlike Case 1). However, v gets help from w itself: we already know the Xu-to-Yporent(w) information (from stage L -1) and we can use Lemma 9 to compute the X,-toYuI information, where our v (resp., w) plays the role of the lemma's w (resp., v). Note that as a by-product of this computation, we now know the X,-to-B(Q,) information for each child z1 of w, and this sets the stage for using Lemma 9 at the next stage (as in Case 3 below) to compute the X,-to-Y, information.
Case 3. lRporent(w)l -C IR parent(u)l: then parent(u) obviously stopped too far up the tree from w to be able to give v any help. However, u gets help from parent(w) in the manner depicted at the end of Case 2. Specifically, we already know the Xv-to-Y,,,,,t(UI) information (from stage k -l), hence the X,-to-B(Q,) f in ormation, and therefore we can use Lemma 9 to compute the X,-to-Y, information, where our v (resp., w) plays the role of the lemma's w (resp., v).
Here as in Case 2, as a by-product of this computation, we now know the X,-to-B(Q,,) information for each child u of w, and this sets the stage for using Lemma 9 at the next stage (again, aa in Case 3 ). Thus Case 3 continues until we reach a u with lR,,l < JR,).
To analyze the work complexity of the above scheme, observe that the work done, when w gets processed by the flow for v, is O (IR,IIR,,,l) .
Hence the total work is O(CVET CweT lRvllRwl) = O(CVET IK I(n log n)) = O(n2 log' n) (where we made use of the fact that
CwET lRwl = o(nhsn)).
Of course, we can collect the lengths we just computed in an O(IVRI) x O(IVR\) length matrix.
Paths with Arbitrary Endpoints
We point out that, given the matrix computed for the V.-to-VR case, we can augment this structure with a planar subdivision enabling us to handle a path length query between two arbitrary points in O(log n) time using one processor. We begin with the case of queries with only one arbitrary endpoint, the other endpoint being in VR, and then we later extend it to the case of two arbitrary endpoints. Recall that one of the by-products of the previous V&o-V. length matrix computation is the X(p) paths for all p e V. and all X = NE, NW, . . ., etc. Given such an X(p) path for a p E VR, we can use one processor to do a logarithmic time binary search on the path. However, we shall need to do binary search on such paths originating from an arbitrary point p (not in VR). For such a p, the (e.g.) NE(p) path is not explicitly available, however it can easily be obtained if we knew which obstacle is first encountered by an upward ray-shooting from p. But we can easily perform such ray-shooting queries in logarithmic time and one processor, provided we do the following preprocessing.
The horizontal (resp., vertical) trapezoidal edges of VR, together with the obstacles' boundaries, define an O(n)-vertex planar subdivision HI (resp., Hz). We preprocess HI (resp., Hz) as in [2] , in O(log n) time and O(n) processors, so that it can support point location queries in O(logn) time with one processor. This enables one processor to determine, in O(logn) time, which obstacle is first encountered by a horizontal (resp., vertical) ray-shooting from an arbitrary query point p by using H1 (resp., Hz).
Assume the path length query is between points p and g, where (WLW 4 5 4~) and v(q) I Y(P). If P ia arbitrary and g E VR, then we first check whether p lies above or below NE(g): assume it lies below (the other case is symmetrical).
We then perform a leftward ray-shooting query from p. If such a ray intersects NE(g) before it hits an obstacle, then we are done because the path length from p to g is simply d(p, g) (since there is a g-to-p staircase).
Otherwise let e = QlQz be the (vertical) obstacle edge encountered by the ray-shooting. The length of a shortest g-to-p path is the smaller of the following:
(i) d(p,gl)+ the gl-to-g path length, and (ii) d(p,gz)+ the gz-to-g path length (recall that the gl-to-q and qz-to-q path lengths are readily available, since q, 91, q2 E VR). That the length we seek is the smaller of(i) or (ii) is easy to establish and was in fact proven in [7] .
If both p and q are arbitrary, then we first obtain NE(q) (in O(log n) time using one processor).
We then proceed exactly as in the previous case, except that we need to use the method of the previous paragraph to compute the length of the shortest 91-h-q and qz-to-q paths.
Paths When IPI >> IRI
In this section we show that even if IPI = N >> IRI = n, we can avoid a term quadratic in N in the work complexity by building an implicit description.
The method we show here works for any of the versions of the problem we considered earlier and results in O(log N + log' n) time and O(N + n'f(n)) work complexities where f(n) = 1 in the B(P)-to-B(P) case, and f(n) = logn in the B(P)-to-VR case. This implicit description allows us to still use one processor to achieve constant time for a length query involving B(P) and VR. The idea is to partition the boundary of P into eight chunks (each chunk is a contiguous portion of Bound(P)). It is easy to find, for each point in B(P), to which chunk it belongs. Each of the eight chunks has associated with it an O(n)-vertex unbounded staircase which separates that chunk from the interior of E(R), and that is used to answer queries relevant, to that chunk. Since each such staircase has O(n) vertices, we can use the algorithms of the previous sections to process it (that is, to compute length information The way we partition P is by drawing an infinite horizontal (resp., vertical) line from each of the highest and lowest (resp., leftmost and rightmost) vertices of E(R). These four lines induce a partition of Bound(P) into at most eight connected components, each of which is one of the abovementioned chunks. We call these the top, north-east, . . , , etc. chunks (in clockwise order), respectively (see Figure  10 ). We explain how to process the top chunk and the north-east one, since the others are obviously analogous. We only consider shortest paths that are nontrivial in the sense that they link two endpoints that are on segments that do not horizontally or vertically "see each other". The trivial shortest paths are easily handled as explained earlier in Section 4 (specifically, in Lemma 3).
For the top chunk, all we need to do is to vertically project the visible vertices of VR on the horizontal line H defining that chunk, and then consider the O(n)-segment resulting staircase C (which is obviously flat). It is obvious that for any p in the top chunk, a shortest path from p to anywhere below H can be "deformed" without any increase in its length so that it goes through a vertex of C, and hence the length matrix for paths to C is a good description for paths to the top chunk.
For the north-east chunk, the staircase C is created as follows,
We project horizontally aa well as vertically on that chunk the points of B(E(R)); let. K be the set of these O(n) projection points. Then C is simply MAXNE(K). We must prove that any nontrivial path from a vertex p of P on the north-east chunk which crosses C can be deformed without any increase in its length so that it goes through a vertex of C. For any vertex p on the north-east chunk, let the neighbors of p in K be the nearest point of K above p, and the nearest one below p. Note that the two neighbors of p are not adjacent vertices on C, since there is one vertex of C between them (by definition of the MAXNE(K)). Now, consider any nontrivial paSh to p. Since there is no visible vertex of VR whose projection on the north-east chunk falls between the neighbors of p in K, it follows that any such path must go beIow one of the neighbors of p on K, in which case we can deform it to go through either that neighbor, or through the vertex of C which is in between the two neighbors of p (note the two neighbors of p are aIso vertices of C). Hence the length matrix for paths to C is a good description for paths to the north-east chunk.
To achieve constant query time, we must associate each vertex of P with its neighbors in K (this is easily done by a parallel merging and a parallel prefix).
Computing the Actual Paths
In this section we sketch a modification of the algorithms given in the previous sections for building a data structure that enables computing an actual shortest path within O(log n) time and O(log n + k) work where k is the number of segments on that path. We describe the modifications in very general terms, so that the following discussion can apply to any of the various versions of the problem we considered earlier. The complexity bounds for building the structure are the same as those for computing just the lengths.
We modify our algorithms so that whenever they multiply two Monge matrices (say, A and B), they also have the "side effect" of computing a matrix Cmhaving the same index domain aa the product A * B. Each such CUTmatrix is global in the sense that it remains even after the recursive call which computes it returns (hence it can be thought of as yet another piece of information attached to the node v E T which computed A + B). The significance of CUTis aa follows: CWTm(i, j) is the smallest index k which minimizes A(i, k) + B(k, j). Intuitively, the significance of CUTm(i, j) is as follows. Recall that if the A (resp., B) matrix contains the lengths information about (say) all X-to-Y ( reap., Y-to-Z) paths, then the computed A * B matrix contains the lengths information about X-to-Z paths constrained to go through Y. The CUTmatrix remembers where in Y the best crossing point lies for each shortest X-to-Z (constrained) path. There is obviously no asymptotic time or work penalty for producing such CUTmatrices, because their parallel complexities are the same as that of computing the A * B product.
We now explain how a query is handled. Our procedure for printing the i-to-j path begins by first computing its length (using the methods described in earlier sections). Assume we find the length of this path in a matrix C stored at a node v E T. The way we computed such path length matrix C in earlier sections was by multiplying two Monge matrices available either at u, or at other nodes of T (such nodes are easily "remembered,', in the same way we remember the CuTm matrices).
We call a procedure MMP, 47'H(i, j, u, C) , which does the following. Suppose C came from multiplying Monge matrices A and B which are stored in T at (say) u and w respectively (note that one of u, w can be u itself).
The procedure marks k = C?JTm(i, j) aa belonging to the path we seek and then recursively calls MmPA7H(i, k,u,A) and (in parallel) MARKPAZW(k, j, w, B). Observe that the vertices on the path we seek are not marked in the order they occur on the i-to-j path, but the marked points are available in an implicit binary tree rooted at k. We can obtain them in the order in which they occur on the path we seek by simply doing an inorder traversal of that implicit tree. It is known how to do such traversals in logarithmic time and linear work [17] .
We have focused on sketching the main idea for finding paths, and omitted some minor details that vary depending on which specific subproblem we are tackling (e.g., VR-to-I/R, or arbitrary-to-arbitrary, etc.). These details (mostly case by case analyses) are not particularly enlightening and involve no new ideas.
